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ABSTRACT 

The detection of X-rays from astrophysical sources has pro
vided evidence for the existence of a large variety of stellar , in
terstellar and extragalactic plasmas with temperatures above 
one million Kelvin. High-resolution X-ray spectroscopy of such 
plasmas will allow a detailed study of the physical processes 
that release the energy and maintain these plasmas. In par
ticular the spectroscopic space mi .. iona near the end of the 
century, viz . NASA's Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility 
(AXAF) and ESA's X-ray Multi-Mirror Mi88ion (XMM) give 
astronomers the opportunity to measure many emi88ion and 
ahsorption features with a resolution of - 0.05 A in the wave
length range - 1-300 A, allowing them to interpret much bet
ter the origina of the different spectral componente. To iIIus
trate the diagnostic capabilities of such observations spectral 
simulations are shown for various types of cosmic sources. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally X-ray spectroscopic resulte in astrophysica were 
obtained with instrumente uaed for photometry, viz . propor
tional counters which have only a limited resolving power, al
lowing merely to determine the overallshape of the spectrum. 
Typically, one characterized the X-ray spectrum of a cosmic 
source by indicating whether it Was best fit by simple black
body, thermal bremastrahlung, or power law models. In recent 
years, the introduction of solid state and transmÏ88ion grat
ing spectrometers on the EINSTEIN and EXOSAT aatellitea 
with somewhat higher spectral resolution (e.g. >./ Il>' = 10-
100) has provided a taste of detailed spectroscopy of cosmic 
plasmas and motivated the use of more sophisticated emÏ88ion 
models, which include the line emÏ88ion expected from hot op
tically thin plasmas in collisional ionization equilibrium (e.g. 
Raymond and Smith 1977, Mewe et al. 1985, 1986). However, 
since most of the Iines are not explicitly spectrally resolved, the 
spectral constrainte derived are still highly model-dependent. 

High-resolution spectroscopy in the soft X-ray wavelength 
region (- 2-140 A) such as will be p088ible with the next 
generation of spectroscopic X-ray aatellites AXAF (Wei88kopf 
1987) and XMM (Barr et al. 1988) will allow astronomers to 
individually detect and identify many of the expected discrete 
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soft X-ray spectral features for many different classes of cosmic 
sources. 

Some of the spectrometers that are currently foreseen on 
these mÏ88ions are: the High-Energy Transmi88ion Grating 
(HETG) on AXAF (Canizarea et 41. 1987) (with aspectral 
range >.>. ~ 2-30 A, aspectral resolution Il>' - 0.02 A, and 
an effecth-e area A of up to - 200 cm' between 4-10 A), the 
Low-Energy TransmÏ88ion Grating Spectrometer (LETGS) on 
AXAF (Brinkman et 41. 1987) (U ~ 4-140 A, Il>' ~ 0.05 A, 
and A up to - 30 cm' between 6-50 A), and the Reftection 
Grating Spectrometer (RGS) on XMM (U ~ 5-35 A, Il>' ~ 
0.05 A, and A up to - 250 cm' between 10-20 A). 

Contained in the above wavelength regions are a multi
tude of prominent features from nearly all ion stages of many 
abundant elemente, including the K-shell line and continuum 
transitiona ofC, N, 0, Ne, Mg, and Si, and the lrshelI transi
tions of Si, S, Ar, Ca, Ni, and Fe. Many of these features will be 
detected either in emisaion or ahsorption for a large variety of 
different astrophysical plasmas including: stellar coronae, iao
lated hot white dwarfa, cataclysmic variables, X-ray binaries, 
supernova remnante, the interstellar medium, normal galaxies, 
clusters of galaxies, and active galactic nuclei. The detection 
of emisaion and ahsorption features allows to uniquely deter
mine the most important physical parameters for these plasmas 
including the electron temperature and density distributiona, 
the ion and elemental abundances, masa motions, and the na
ture of the ambient radiation field . The spectroscopic data 
we expect to obtain will provide the most direct inaight into 
the physical phenomena that drive the X-ray energy release 
and will Iikely provide an enormously important new tooi for 
the study of virtually all known cosmic X-ray sources. Thus 
high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy represente one of the final 
observational frontiers for high-energy astrophysica. 

In the following sections I briefty diacusa the physica de
termining the formation of X-ray spectra in various types of 
plasmas, present a few obaervational resulte and focus specifi
callyon a number of simulations of spectral observationa with 
the AXAF and XMM spectrometers for various types of cosmic 
8Ource&. 

2. SPECTRA FORMATION IN PLASMAS 

The spectral properties of the emitted radiation will greatly 
vary with the different physical conditions of spectral line for
mation in varioua kinds of astrophysical plasmas. Rather than 
attempt to include all we know about the physica of X-ray 
sources, I consider a Iimited number of highly simplified mod
els (once we have gained a better understanding of the source 
structure and of the importance of various physical proc_, 
we may synthesize such models into succeasively more sophis
ticated approximations of the source model) . I distinguish he
tween three categoriea of plasma models applicable to the cos
mic sourcea which are expected to exhibit soft X-ray spectra 
(for reviews see e.g. Holt and McCray 1982, McCray 1982, 
1984, Mewe 1984, Barr et 41. 1988): optically thin plasmas, 
nebular-type photo-ionized plasmas, and optically thick plas
mas. 



2.1. Optically tbin tbermal plasrnas 

In a hot optically thin plasma that ia sufficiently transparent 
that the transfer of radiation can be neglected the emergent 
X-ray spectrum faithfully repr_nta the microscopic emiasion 
proces&e8 in the plasma and therefore ia directly Iinked to the 
physical conditions in the plasma. 'I'hia is the standard corrr 
nal model that was first applied by Elwert (1952) to the solar 
corona. It l188umes a tenuous plasma in a steady state in which 
electron colliaions control the ionization state and emiasivity of 
the gas. The gas ia in a state of statiatical equilibrium both 
for the bound atomic statea and for the ionization balance and 
the plasma electrons and the ions are relaxed to Maxwellian 
energy diatributions with a common temperature, T, a free 
parameter controlled by external processes. Examples of such 
plasmas are stellar coronae, supernova remnanta, and the hot 
gas in the interstellar medium and in galaxies and dusters, and 
p088ibly aIao the low-density interdoud medium that pervades 
moet of the central broad-line region in active galactic nudei. 

2.1.1. Ionintion state. Much of the temperature aensitivity of 
the 80ft X-ray spectrum ia asaociated with the ionization struc
ture which ia determined by a balance between electron impact 
ionization (induding sometimes a contribution from autoion
ization) and radiative plus dielectronic recombination. 

Jo. an example Figure 1 shows the iron ionization struc
ture as a function of temperature as calculated by different au
thors (Amaud and Rothenflug (1985) (AR) and Raymond and 
Smith (1977), Raymond (1988) (RS)) . As can be aeen, it varies 
dramatically with temperature throughout the range 0.1-100 
MK. On the basia of the estimated uncertainties (20-40%) in 
both ionisation and recombination rates (for a diacusaion aee 
e.g. Raymond 1988, 1989, Mewe 1989), we can expect the pre
dicted ratio of ion concentrations of acljacent ionization stages 
to he oft' by a factor, aay -1.5-2. Fortunately, the ionization 
and recombination ratea for the B- and Be-Iike ions, which emit 
the linea that are arnong the strongest from hot astrophysical 
plasmas, are known mOTe accurately than moet of the other 
ratea. In the case of ions which have a doaed outer electron 
.hell (e.g. Be- and Ne-like ions) it doesn't matter very much 
becauae web ions cover a broad plateau in dependence of tem
perature (aee Figure 1). Thia ia cauaed by the fact that thia 
ionization stage can ea81ly be reached from the Li-Iike stage 
(only one outer electron with low binding energy) and persiata 
long .inee the nen ioniaation step towards the B-Iike stage 
suddenly needs a mueb ( ...... times) higher ionization energy. 
Thia implies that the acljacent Li-Iike stage ia quite critically 
dependent on temperature. But sueb ions can still exiat when 
the plasma ia not iaothermal, but instead has a broad diatri
bution of temperature8 (as ia often the case, e.g. in stellar 
coronae or in supernova remnanta) . 

Comparing the AR and RS resulta, we notice that the 
overall shapee of the curves are quite similar and that the 
shifts of the ion peaks are generally Iimited to within about 
~logT l'I:l 0.1. Bowever, the peak values may differ by about 
10-30% and sometimes up to - 50%. The differences of ten 
result from different dielectronic recombination rates (cf. Ray
mond 1988). The discrepancies are worst for the lower stages 
of ionization (e.g. Fe VIII and Fe IX), but nearly vaniah for 
the simpier and more thoroughly studied ions of the Be- and 
B-Iike aequences. Generally, the diacrepancy ia - 10-20% in 
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T , which for many diagnoetic purpoaes ia good enough. On the 
other hand, for a given temperature, the ion abundances may 
differ by a factor up to about two, especially for the ions just 
around the Be-Iike and Ne-Iike "plateaus" . For diagnoetics of 
tenuous plasmas the AR ionization balance computationa can 
be uaed with reasonable accuracy. 

Bowever, a few words may he said about p088ible effecta of 
electric fields on dielectronic recombination (DR) ratea. Exper
imental breakthroughs occurred about five years ago when DR 
cr088 aections could be measured for a few singly ionized atoms 
(e.g. Mg+ and Ca+) in croaaed-beam experimenta (e.g. Hahn 
1985, Müller et al. 1987 and Dunn 1986). The measured cross
aection values were a factor - 5-10 larger than predicted ones. 
A p088ible explanation of this strong discrepancy was given in 
terms of the effect of an electric field that causes Stark mixing 
of different i levels of a given n state. In the experiment, a 
magnetic field B - 200 Gauss was uaed to focus the electron 
beam. The ions which cross the electron beam with velocities 
" - 107 cm/s then experience in their rest frame a Lorentz 
field E = 1O-8"B l'I:l 20V lcm, sufficient to produce full Stark 
mixing. The explanation ia as follows. As A. decreases rapidly 
with i and as DR ratea scale oe A.Ar/(A. + Ar) (A., Ar are 
probabilities for autoionization and radiative decay, resp.) the 
contribution of reaonant statea is Iimited to i ~ ie (for which 
A. ~ Ar). The result of mixing high and low i levels is that 
A. ia increased for high i and decreased for low i, thus flat
tening the A.(i) versus i curve, so that more statea effectively 
participate in the recombination process, and the DR cr088 aec
tion ia increased. In the actual plasma environment the mean 
thermal drift of ions across a magnetic field of a few hundred 
Gauss may weil generate such Lorentz electric fields (e .g. in 
solar or stellar coronalloop structures). 

Though the effecta of electric fields are yet to be fully in
corporated into future DR rate calculations, it ia interesting to 
viaualize thia effect on the hand of a simple model (aee Müller 
et al. 1987). The typical enhancement factor for the DR recom
bination of ion Z+(l+l) due to full Stark mixing I approximate 
by f = 1+ 10 (z+ 1)-1.11. (We note that the effecta are biggest 
for the lower iona as here many n statea take part in the DR 
procese). Figure 2 compares the re8ulta for the AR oxygen and 
iron ioniaation balance without and with correction for the DR 
ratea. Thia illustratea that thia effect can be important for the 
lowly ionized atoms that are formed e.g. in cool (~ 2 MK) 
coronal or photoionized plasmas. 

2.1.2. Line excitation and spectra. The spectral Iines that 
dominate the soft X-ray spectrum and the cooling of astro
physical plasmas at temperatures up to - 10 MK are mainly 
excited by electron colliaional excitation from the ground state, 
followed by spontaneous radiative decay from the upper line 
level. The formation of a particular spectral line transition 
2 - 1 emitted by ion Z+, from element of atomic number Z 
is as follows. The total depopulation rate of the upper level 
(2) ia equal to N, Li A'i, where N, ia the denaity (cm-3 ) of 
ions in the upper level 2 and A'i ia the probability (S-I) of a 
spontaneous radiative transition from level 2 towards a lower 
level i (collisional de-excitation ia neglected here). Thia will 
be balanced by electron colliaional excitations from the ground 
state,g) at a rate n.N,S", so that the volume emiasivity P'1 
(phot cm-3 S-I) ia given by 
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wbere n. is tbe plasma electron density (cm-3), S(T) is the 
rate coefficient (cm3 s-I) for col\isional excitation 9 -+ 2 
(dependent on electron temperature T), B = A2d Ei A2• is 
the radiative brancbing ratio, N, the ground state population 
(cm-S

) of ion Z+', Az = Nz/NH tbe abundance of element Z 
relative to bydrogen (H), f/. the fraction of ions from element 
Zin ionization stage z and NH/n. is of tbe order unity (~ 
0.85) for a plasma with c08mic abundances. The excitation 
rate coefficient can be written as: 

S(T) = 8.6210-6 Ö(~J2exp(-II) (cms S-I), (2) 
"'1(Kj 
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where 11 = Eo/kT, Eo is the excitation tbresbold energy, '" is 
tbe statistica.! weigbt of tbe initial (usua.!ly ground) level and 
Ö(II) is tbe collision strengtb averaged over tbe Maxwellian 
electron energy distribution. Some time lOgo I have intro
duced (e.g. Mewe 1972, Mewe and Schrijver 1978, Mewe 
1988) a parametrized interpollOtion formula for n that repre
sents tbe correct bebaviour near tbresbold and asymptotica.!ly 
at bigb energies and tbat can be integrated analytica.!ly over 
tbe Maxwellian electron energy distribution. We bave used 
sucb an expression to fit to many available tbeoretica.! and ex
perimenta.! data for excitation cross sections or rates. Wben 
no data are available one can make use, for a rougb estimate, 
in tbe case of optica.!ly a.!lowed dipole transitions, of tbe Gaunt 
factor formula: 
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Fig. 1. Ion fractions as a function of temperature for iron as ca.!culated by AR and RS (see text). Ion stages are designated by 
numbers, e.g. 8 indicates ion Z+1 (Fe VIII), etc. 
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Fig. 2. Ion fractions for 0 and Fe as ca.!culated for the AR ionization ba.!ance witbout (a) and with (b) correction for (level 
Stark mixing. 
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r. 8 ... EH f- 1973 f-E -1 (3) " = v'3 Eo w 9 = . w 9 O[eV] , 

where f is the absorption 08cillator strength and 9 == g(y) the 
average Gaunt factor. With an accuracy of a factor of two or 
80 typically 9 - 0.2 for .1n =F 0 transitions and - 1 for .1n = 0 
transitions. 

Though in a number of cases the Gaunt factor approxima.
tion method givea reasonably accurate results, more accurate 
valuea are needed, especially for the weaker lines and optically 
forbidden transitions. Raymond (1988) givea a brief discus
sion of the accuracy of several computational methods 8uch 
as Coulomb-Born (CB) and Oistorted Wave (OW) approxima.
tions, and the more accurate Close Coupling (CC) method, 
which properly takes into account the dominant resonances 
near the threshold of excitation (for a review of theory see 
Seaton (1975), of croesed-beam experiments see Dolder and 
Peart (1986), and of plasma measurements of atomic rates see 
Griem (1988». CB tends to overestimate the collision strength 
near threshold by - 20-50%, while OW gives better results, es
pecially for high-Z ions. Few accurate CC results are available 
for He-like ions (Kingston and Tayal 1983) . Recent compila
tions of excitation collision strengths are reported by Aggarwal 
et IJl. (1985) and by Gallagher and Pradhan (1985). For many 
of the strongest X-ray lines, e.g. from H- and He-like ions and 
Li- to Ne-like ions, the collision strengths are known with bet
ter than 20% accuracy. Near threshold, the strong resonances 
may spoil the accuracy. However, for applications of rate coef-
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ficients in plasma diagn08tics, we should not worry too much 
about this, because in averaging the cross section over the elec
tron energy distribution we smooth out these resonances for a 
great deal. 

Furthermore, there is an additional contribution to the X
ray spectrum from continuum emission due to bremsstrahlung, 
recombination, and two-photon emission from H- and He-like 
ions (Mewe et IJl. 1986). 

The overall appearance of the X-ray spectra will be dom
inated by the ionization structure. Therefore, in a wide tem
perature range (0.01-10 MK) the X-ray spectra of optically 
th in sources are rich in emission lines from many ions of a 
number of c08mically abundant elements in different ioniza.
tion stages. In extremely hot (~ 100 MK) plasrnas all abun
dant elements are nearly fully ionized and the X-ray emission 
is dominated by continuum radiation. The emission line and 
continuum X-ray spectra have been reasonably accurately cal
culated (e.g. Raymond and Smith 1977, Mewe et IJl. 1985, 
1986). From a comparison between different ealeulations Ray
mond (1988) concludea that for the strongest X-ray lines, e.g. 
those of the H- and He-like ions, the agreement generally ap
proaches about 20% (whieh is important beeause the He-like 
lines can be used for density diagn08tics), whereas for other 
cases (e.g. iron lines around 10-12 A and silicon and sulphur 
lines around 40-50 A) discrepancies of a factor of two may ex
ist due to the uncertainties in the atomic rates for excitation 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of various optically thin X-ray spectra calculated for different ionization balanees (AR: Arnaud and 
Rothenflug, RS: Raymond and Smith) for temperature T = 4 MK and 10 MK, reduced emission measure f:/d2=10s0 cm-3 pe2 

(d is source distance), and wavelength regions 5-55 A and 3-140 A, respectively. The intrinsic spectrallines are assumed to 
be Ooppler-broadened corresponding to the temperature T. The m08t prominent lines are labelled with the corresponding ion 
species. The spectra are binned in 0.05 A intervaIs. The most prominent lines are labelled with the corresponding ion species. 
The contribution from the continuum radiation is separately indicated by asolid line. In all calculations excitation rates from 
Mewe et al. (1985) are used. 
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and ionization. A comparison in Figure 3 of theoreticalspectra 
derived using two different ionization balance calculations (AR 
va. RS) for isothermal, cosmic abundance plumaa at T = 4 
and 10 MK, reapectively, confirma the above conclusions. Fig
ure 3 alao illustratea that the X-ray spectrum ia very sensitive 
to the electron temperature, so that a meaaurement ofthe spec
trum providea an extremely sensitive temperature diagnostic. 
Subatantial differencea are observed for the two casea, not only 
in the overallshape of the spectral energy distribution, but alao 
in the detailed line atructure in virtually every narrow wave
length band. In some caaea the line strengths are sensitive to 
the electron density and in certain cÎrcurnatancea also to devi
ationa from the ionization equilibrium (e.g. transient plumu 
in supernova remnanta or solar flares) or to deviations from 
Maxwellian electron energy distributions (e.g. solar flarea). 

2.1.3. DifferentiaI emission measure modelling. Eq. (1) shows 
that for an optically thin isothermal plasma with cosmic abun
dancea the line intensity integrated over the whole source vol
ume V (cmS) is proportional to the well-known total emission 
measure ! == f n~dV (cm-S ) of the source, but for a general 
(and more realistic) multi-temperature structure in the pluma 
the situation ia more complicated. In thia case we can make 
use in the analysia of optically thin apectra of the concept of 
a differential emiasion meuure (DEM) distribution, which ia 
defined as followa. For a multi-temperature plaama the line 
atrength can be expreased u IX f S(T)n~dV == f S(T)<p(T)dT, 
where 'PCT) = n~4r. (cm-S K-I) is the so called differentiaI 
emission measure (which also can be used to describe the con
tinuum emiasion). Note that the total emission meaaure is 
given by ! = f n~dV = f <p(T)dT. The differential emission 
meuure distribution can be derived from the observed spec
trum by deconvolving <pCT) from the measured spectral inten
sities, using known emission functions for the individual wave
length bins. For this deconvolution we can apply an iterative 
technique which U8e& an initial form for the differential emission 
meuure, <poeT), to calculate theoreticalline intensities, i.e. the 
Withbroe-Sylweater iteration scheme based on a method pro
posed by Withbroe (1975) and modified by Sylwester et 4/. 
(1980). Lemen et 4/. (1989) have applied this technique to an
alyze the EXOSAT X-ray apectra of stellar coronae, but this 
method can be applied equally weil to inveatigate the tempera
ture atructurea of other kinds of optically thin plasrnas such as 
aupernova rernnanta and cooling flows in clusters of galaxies. 

2.1.4. Electron density diagn06tics. Determination of electron 
denaitiea n. in hot cosmic plurnas provides another challenge 
for X-ray utronomy. In combination with a determination of 
the erniasion measure €: = f n~dV from apectral fita a value de
rived for the electron density will provide direct information 
about the emitting source volume V. In order to test current 
theoretical modela of the X-ray source, it is very important 
to eatablish ita size. Electron densitiea can be measured us
ing density-sensitive spectrallinea originating from metastabIe 
levels or using innerahell excÎtation satellitea to resonance linea 
(e.g. Mewe 1988). In the firat case the He-like 2 ..... 1 triplet 
system linea are particularly important (Gabriel and Jordan 
1969, Pradhan and Shull 1981, Pradhan 1982, 1985, Mewe 
et al. 1985). The intensity ratio of the forbidden (I) to in
tercombination (i) linea variea with electron density due to the 
collisional coupling between the metastabIe 2s S upper level of 
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the forbidden line and the ~ Pupper level of the intercom
bination line. The f li line intensity ratio in the wavelength 
region 5--42 A of He-Iike ions {rom C through S can be used to 
diagnose coronal plumu in the density range n. = 10&-1015 

cm-s and correaponding temperature range T - 1-20 MK. 
Figure 4 shows the expected 0 VII line strengths with 0.05 A 
resolution, for a coronal pluma with a temperature of 2 MK 
and densitiea of 101°, 1011 , and 1012 cm-s, reapectively. 

10 ovn (a) n. ~ 10" cm-I ... 
Ii 
0 

~I 

j 
8 

(b) r 
n. =- 10u cm-I 

(c) 

11.... ,... 21.. 22.0 22.2 
w ......... IÁJ 

Fig. 4. 0 VII triplet at 22 A aa observed with the XMM-RGS 
for T = 2 MK, n. = 101°, 1011 and 1012 cm-S and €:ltP= 1052 

cm-s pe2 • Symbola r,i,! indicate the resonance, intercombi
nation, and forbidden line, reapectively. 

2.1 .5. Deviations (rom the coronaI approximation. Apart from 
the uncertaintiea of the buic atomic parametera (typically -
30-50%), other uncertaintiea can arise {rom the simplifying as
sumptions made in the coronal model. Raymond (1988) and 
Mewe (1989) have diacussed several effecta of relaxing the re
atrictiona by considering optical depth and high-denaity effecta, 
and deviationa from a Maxwell distribution or from ionization 
equilibrium in tranaient plurnu. 

2.1.6. Examp/es o( spectra (rom opticaIly thin sourees. Be
cause the erniasion line spectra and continua from optically 
thin plumu are fairly weil known, high-resolution X-ray spec
troacopy hu ita most obvious application in the meuurement 
of optically thin sourcea such u the coronae o( stars. X-ray ob
servations with the EINSTEIN observatory have demonstrated 
that soft X-ray emitting coronae are a common feature among 
stars on the coolaide of the Hertzaprung-RUS&eII diagram. Ob
servationa with the tranarniasion grating apectrometera (TGS) 
aboard EINSTEIN (Mewe et 4/. 1982) and EXOSAT (Schri
jver 1985, Lemen et 4/. 1989, Schrijver et 4/. 1989) and with 
the solid atate spectrometer (SSS) on EINSTEIN (Swank et al. 
1981) have ahown that data of even modest apectral resolution 
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Fig. 5. EXOSAT 500 lines/mm TGS spectra of Capella (a), 
.,.2 CrB (b) (binned in 2 Á bios), and Procyon (c) (binned in 
4 Á bios), compared with the best-fit two-temperature spec
trum (cQntinuous line). The two temperature components 1 
aod 2 are shown separately by a dotted or a dash-dotted line, 
reapectively. The most prominent lines are labelled with the 
corresponding ion species. 

(>.f Il.),= 10-100) allows the identification of coronal material at 
different temperatures whoae existence may relate to a rang~ 
of pOll8ible magnetic loop structures in the outer atmospheres 
of these stars. Comparison of measured line fluxea with known 
theoretical emissivities yields the DEM diatribution with tem
perature, which ia an esaential first step in building a model 
for a stellar corona and assessing the important terms in the 
coronal energy balaoce. Figure 5 shows the reaults obtained 
with the EXOSAT-TGS with - 3 Á re8Olution for three dif
ferent late-type stars. Some intereating points readily emerge 
from an identification of the spectral linea aod line complexea 
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in these spectra. The active stars Capella aod .,.2 CrB show a 
prominent Fe XXIII line at 133 Á which is typical for hot plas
mas with temperatures T of about 10-20 MK, such as observed 
in 80lar flares (e .g. Mason et-al. 1984). This line is absent in 
the spectrum of the much cooler corona (T :::: 0.6 MK) of the 
star Procyon, which contains instead astrong blend of linea 
around 170 Á, that cao be identified as a group of spectral 
linea from Fe IX- XI ions (formed at T in the range 0.6-2 MK). 
On the other hand, this 170 Á emission feature is not present 
in the spectra of Capella aod .,.2 CrB which implies that only 
relatively little plasma cooler than 2 MK cao be present in 
the coronae of these stars. This conclusion is supported by 
the narrowness of the Fe XVII-XVIII line complex at 15 Á: 
if much plasma with temperaturea below 2 MK were present, 
th is complex would be broadened by 0 VII linea at 21.6 Á 
aod 22.1 Á . The inteosity ratio of the 15 Á Fe XVII-XVIII 
line complex aod the Fe XVIII-XXIII line complex between 
90-140 Á demoostrates that the spectra cannot be emitted 
by an isothermal plasma, but instead requires at least a two
temperature interpretation. On the basis of a detailed DEM 
analysis Lemen et al. (1989) confirm that the emission of the 
corona of each of these stars ia dominated by plasma in two 
relatively narrow temperature intervals: 5 MK and 25 MK for 
Capella and .,.2 CrB, and 0.6 MK and - 2 MK for Procyon. By 
analogy with the Sun, the outer atmospheres of cool stars with 
a convection zone are generally assumed to consist of magnetic 
loop structurea filled with hot plasma, which connect opposite 
polarities in the photoaphere. The DEM distributions as pro
vided by such loop models suggeat model coronae comprising 
two distinct ensembleaof quasi-static magnetic loops with max
imum temperaturea around the dominant temperatures given 
above (Schrijver et al. 1989). 

The improved spectral re8Olution of the next generation of 
spectrometers aboard XMM and AXAF is needed to fully re-
80lve the temperature structure of stellar coronae, as is shown 
in Figure 6 which compares between simulations for transmis
sion grating spectra from AXAF and EXOSAT. 

Another important class of thin X-ray 80urces are the rem
nants of supernova explOBions, which play a dominant role 
in the heating and the repleniahment (hence the enrichment 
by heavy elements) of matter in the surrounding interstellar 
medium. Supernova explosions, dramatic events in themselvea, 
have al80 profound and long lasting effects on the appearance 
aod future evolution of the galaxiea in which they occur. Fol
lowing a stellar explosion a substantial fraction of the star's 
mass ia ejected at high velocity into the surrounding intersteI
lar medium and the viaible manifeatations of such an event are 
collectiw:ly described by the term supernova remnant (SNR). 
For young remnants (i.e. thoae with age ~ 104 years) the asso
ciated high-temperature plasma ia mostly comprised of ejected 
material, whereas for the old remnants the plasma results from 
the ambient interstellar gas that has been heated by the pas
aage of the shock wave &om the explosion. In either case, 
plasma temperatures are in the range above 1 MK and hence 
ot-rvation8 of spectrally resolved X-ray emisaion lines provide 
the moet useful information about thia hot gas. 

The detection and analysia of the X-ray emission spectra 
of recently detected extrlllalactic supernovae wil\ be of partic
ular importance. The recent observation of hard X-rays from 
the supernova SN1987 A raiaea the very interesting pOll8ibility 
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Fig. 6. Panel a: incident photon flux spectra between 3-140 Á, integrated over 104 s, caJculated for an opticaJly th in plasma 
with temperature T = 4 and 10 MK, reduced emission measure ~/tf.2 = 1050 cm-3 pC2 • The moet prominent lines are labelled 
with the corresponding ion species. Panels b and c: Incident spectra convolved with the response of AXAF-LETGS and 
EXOSAT-TGS, respectively. The upper curves in panels care the totalline plus continuum spectra, whereas the bottom curves 
represent the contribution from the continuum radiation only. 

of deteeting soft X-raya from the remnant during the lifetime of 
XMM. An indieation of the power of future X-ray speetroeeopy 
for these studies is provided by Figure 7 which exhibits a sim
ulation of a two-eomponent spectrum of a Puppis A type SNR 
placed at a distaoce of 55 kpc in the Large Magellaoic Cloud. 

FinaJly, I conaider the clusters ot galaxiea whieh are promi
nent X-ray 80urces due to the presence of hot intracluster gas. 
The discovery of iron line emission at ~ 6.7 keV has demon
strated that such intracluster gas must have been processed in 
stars within the gaJaxies, since it is enriched with heavy ele
ments. An accurate determination of the temperature of this 
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gas (I(~-100 MK) provides the opportunity to measure the grav
itationaJ cluster potentiaJ, since the gas must be close to hy
droetatic equilibrium. This gives ao indication of the "hidden" 
masa in the cluster which appears to be a cornrnon constituent 
of our Universe. The gas denaity within the core of a cluster 
is generaJly so high that radiative cooling is important and ao 
inftow of gas takes place onto the centraJ gaJaxy. The mass 
flow of the cooling gas is estimated to reach 80metimes very 
large vaJues of up to 400 solar masses per year, which implies 
that the totaJ accumulation of matter cao be comparabie to the 
mass (1012 M0) of a whole large gaJaxy. The simple presence or 
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Fig. 8. Two-temper&ture spectrum of the cooling flow onto 
M87 in the Virgo duster, folded through the response of the 
XMM-RGS for &n obselV&tion time of 104 8. Top p&nel (&) 
shows the tot&! spectrum of cooling flow (TI =7 MK) &nd hot 
duster gu (T2=20 MK), bottom p&nel (b) shows the (domi
n&nt) contribution of the cooling flow only. Interstell&r hydro
gen column density NB = 1021 cm-2• At the dist&nce of 20 
Mpc the cooling flow c&n he eonsidered as & point BOurce, but 
the finite extent of the hot gas component appreciably degr&des 
the instrument&! resolution &nd efficiency. 
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Fig. 9. Typieal AGN apec:trum u obaerved with the XMM-RGS in 10' I. The eontributioDl from power law (PL) and modified 
blaek body (MBB) apec:tra are eeparately plotted (for detaile _ text). 0 I abeorption edge from our galaxy and various 
redshifted abeorption edgea and prominent emiesion linea from the souree are indicated. 

absence of certain spectrallines defines the temperature distri
bution in the source. Figure 8 shows the simulated XMM-RGS 
spectrum of the cooling flow onto the massive galaxy M87 at 
the core of the Virgo duster. A simple two-temperature model 
has been used (parameters from Lea et al. (1982». With a rel
atively short (104 s) exposure the emission lines of the cooling 
flow are bright and weil resolved, whereas the Iines from the 
hot component are smeared out due to the finite source extent 
and give only a minor contribution. 

The most effieient energy sources known occur in active 
galactie nuclei (AGN). It is generally considered that aecretion 
onto a supermassive blaek hole is the basic underlying process, 
which can be more than an order of magnitude more efficient 
in converting reatmass to energy than is nudear fusion. De
tailed X-ray spectral studies are essential in understanding the 
aecretion of matter onto such huge compact objects. Clearly 
this is of primary importanee for testing the laws of physics 
under extreme conditions. 

Current models of the X-ray emission of AGN distinguish 
between a hard X-ray power-Iaw component and a soft excess 
above - 25 Á. The hard component is usually attributed to 
non-thermal radiation from the central source that is inverse 
Compton scattered by very energetic electrons. The soft com
ponent is associated with the hotter parts of the aecretion disk 
and described by a modified blackbody spectrum or it may 
be thermal bremsstrahlung of tenuous gas, in both cases with 
temperaturee in the range 0.3-1 MK. Bence the absence or 
presence of spectrallines will show the true nature of this soft 
X-ray excess. 

In some AGN there is evidence for another soft component 
of which the origin is presently unknown. Optical measure
ments show that the central region (radius - 0.3 pc) contains 
dense (- 109 cm-S) blobs of cool (- 0.01 MK) gas with veloci
ties - 104 km/s, the so called broad line region (BLR). It may 
be possible that the soft X-rays are emitted by a hot (- 10 MK) 
tenuous (- 106 cm-S) and opticallll thin gas that is in pres-
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sure equilibrium with these douds and that pervades most of 
this central volume. Bigh-resolution X-ray spectroscopy with 
the possibility to deteet linea will be the ultimate tooI to probe 
the physical eondition6 in the cores of AGN. To iIIustrate this I 
show in Figure 9 an example of a typical AGN spectrum folded 
through the XMM-RGS response (Kaastra et al. 1989). Three 
components are included: a power law with photon index -1. 7 
(average parameters from 3C 120, cf. Petre et al. (1984», 
thermalline and bremsstrahlung with temperature 10 MK and 
emission measure 2 1066 em-3 (parameters from 3C 120) and 
modified blaekbody emission with temperature 1 MK (parame
ters from NGC 5548, cf. Kaastra and Barr (1989». The system 
is plaeed at a redshift of 0.033 (i.e. distance 198 Mpc) . Due 
to the redshift several absorption edges (e .g. from 0 I) d ue to 
absorption in our galaxy (column density NH = 2 1020 cm-2) 

and at the source (NH = 1021 cm-2) ean be resolved, as weil 
as many thermal emission Iines. At long wavelengths the mod
ified blackbody component dominates, at shorter wavelengths 
the power law. The redshifted 0 VIII line at 19.6 Á can be de
tected within 104 s at the 5.,. level for AGN's with a spectrum 
as shown in Figure 9. 

2.2. Nebula-type photoionized plasmas 

The nebular model is applicable to an important c1ass of cos
mic X-ray sources involvirig photoionized nebulae. Examplea 
include accretion-powered sources Iike X-ray binaries, cata
c1ysmic variables, and active galaetic nuclei, where a eentral 
X-ray emitting region is surrounded by a cooler, partially ion
ized medium. Other examples are early-type stars in which 
X-rays produced in a hot corona must be transferred outward 
through a stellar wind, and stellar sources located near the 
nucleus of normal galaxies whieh are surrounded by the local 
interstellar medium. 

In all these cases photoeleetric absorption edges will sub
stantially modify the emergent X-ray spectrum particularly at 



longer wavelengtha. High-resolution spectral measurementa of 
the strength of K-shell absorption edges in combination with 
emÎ88ion lines produced by recombination, provide information 
on the geometry of the medium surrounding the source a10ng 
the line of eight. The nebular model (e .g. Holt and McCray 
1982, McCray 1982, 1984, Kallman and McCray 1982) is the 
X-ray analogue of a planetary nebuia, in which a central con
tinuum source ionizes the eurrounding gas. The gas may be 
optically thick to photoabsorption but not to electron seat
tering. The ionization and temperature etructure of the gas 
are established by a etationary balance between photoioniza
tion (collieional ionization can beo neglected) and heating due 
to the central X-ray 80urce and, on the other hand, (radia
tive plus dielectronic) recombination and charge exchange and 
cooling of the gas. When the gas ie optically thin, the local ra
diation field ie determined by geometrical dilution of the source 
epectrum. Then the localetate of the gas (at radius R from 
the central X-ray 8Ource) can be parametrized in terme of the 
sealing parameter e = L/nR2 (L ie the totallumin08ity of the 
central source, n ie the local gas deneity). 

The model can be applied to a wide variety of astrophy .. 
ical X-ray 80urces and ranges from optically thin to optically 
thick in the photoionization continuum of abundant elementa. 
In the latter case, the transfer of continuum radiation should 
be taken into account. 

It may be inetructive to contrast the nebular model with 
the coronal model. In the latter model the mechaniem for 
heating the gas ie not epecified, but the heat input ie cou
pled directly to the ione and free electrone. The parameters 
characterizing thie model are electron temperature, element 
abundances, and emÎ88ion measure . At a given temperature 
only one or two ionization etages of a given element are abun
dant. In the nebular model the temperature of the gas ie not 
a free parameter, but inetead ie determined by absorption and 
emieeion ,of radiation in the gas. The elementa are primarily 
ionized by innerahell photoionization. As a result a wider range 
of ionization etages of a given element can eimultaneously occur 
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Fig. 10. Model spectra of Fe XVII-XIX from 13-18 Á with 
0.052 Á reeolution calculated by Liedahl et IJl. (1989). Both 
spectra are plotted on the same seale, wavelength in A, inten
sity in arbitrary unita. Top: Collieional equilibrium with T = 
5.75 MK for the electron temperature. The etrong lines at 13.5, 
14.2, and 15.0 Á (from Fe XIX, XVIII, and XVII, respectively) 
are collieionally excited 3d lines. Bottom: Recombination
dominated epectrum at T=O.11 MK and ionization structure 
appropriate to an X-ray photoionized nebuia. The prominent 
lines at IS, 16, and 17 Á (from Fe XIX, XVIII, and XVII) are 
all recombination-caecade-populated 3. lines, which cannot he 
excited by electron collieione at this low electron temperature. 
The electron deneity ie in each case lOl1 cm-'. 
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Fig. 11. Simulated AXAF-LETGS epectrum of a strong compact X-ray 8Ource, ohserved for 104 s with a resolution of 0.1 Á. 
Interstellar hydrogen column deneity NB = 3 lO21 cm-2• 
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Fig. 12. A hot DA white dwarf (effecti"" temperature 0:065 MK, magnitude V=15) obaervation simulation for the AXAF
LETGS with an integration time of 10' s. Traces of meta! abundances are Ulumed a factor of - 10 below the obaerved 
abundances in the DA dwarf Feige 24 and slightly above the upper limite obaerved in the hot DA dwarf HZ 43 (Paerela et 4/. 
1986). Interstellar column deneity NB = 3 1018 cm-2• 

and the elemente are more highly ionized (" overioniaed") at a 
given temperature than they would be in the corona! model. 
The emergent X-ray spectrum consiete of the centra! contin
uum with a low~nergy cutoff due to photoabeorption and emis
sion Iines due to recombination and f1uoresc:ence (in the latter 
case e.g. K-shell Iines from ions with nearly stripped L-shells 
with reasonable radiative yields such as Li-, Be- and B-like 
ions (Chen 1986, Chen and Crasemann 1987» in the nebuia, 
typically near the continuum absorption cutoff. 

X-ray photoionized plasmas can differ from collisionally 
ionized plasrnas with similar ion concentrations. Because the 
photoionized plasma ie OIIerionÏ%ed relative to the electron 
temperature, the excitations of important Iines are dominated 
by recombination, photoexcitation, and cascades as oppoaed 
to collieiona! excitation and dielectronic recombination. Thie 
has a drastic effect on the emergent spectrum, as iIlustrated in 
Figure 10, where I have plotted spectra ca!culated for Fe XVII 
- XIX ions Uluming corona! and photoionized conditions re
spectively (Liedahl et 4/. 1989). As can be seen, it will be 
straightforward to distinguieh photoionized plasrnas from coro
nal plasmas with such spectra. The relative line intensities de
tected in the photoionized case can be shown to be sensitive 
functions of the density and geometry of the emission regions 
and of the spectral shape of the photoionizing continuurn. 

Another means to dietinguish the two types of plasma 
modela ie density diagnostics (aee Figure 4) . Deviations from 
corona! equilibrium can alter this diagnostics through differ
ent recombination and ionization effecte, but the line intensity 
ratios remain density-sensitive a!so for these cases (Pradhan 
1985). The I/i ratio does not depend on the model because ite 
density dependence ie determined only by the collisional cou
pling between the upper levela of the two Iines, but the ratio 
(I+i)/r does. E.g., for the 0 VII triplet it is - 1 in the coro
nal model (where the Iines are excited by electron collisions 
from the ground) and - 3 in the photoionized nebular model 
(where population occurs through recombination, directly or 
via cascades). Hence thie diagnostic tooi can be quite gen-
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erally applied to many astrophysical and laboratory sources, 
while the singlet/triplet ratio can be used as an indieation of 
the model conditions. 

2.3. Optically thic/c plasmas 

In the extreme cue of very dense plasmas, e.g. thoae present in 
the inner regions of accretion f10ws on compact objects such as 
very hot white dwarfs (in cataclysmic variables) and neutron 
stars (in hard X-ray binaries) and in the centre of AGN, the 
source ie optica!ly thick to both continuum and line radiation. 
The spectrum will resembie, at very high optical depths, black
body emiesion or a superposition of blackbody type spectra 
(cf. also Figure 9) . However, at intermediate optieal deptha, 
the spectra! formation ie influenced by complicated radiation 
transfer effecte as weil as by fundamenta! atomie processes. 
Discrete spectra! structure ie expected which can provide much 
information about the source (Roes 1979). For X-ray emitting 
plasmas, Compton scat tering plays a significant role as weil 
where transfer through the scattering plasma will broaden and 
shift line proflies (in addition to thermal broadening) and a!
ter the continuum dietribution, depending on temperature and 
column density (Lightman et 4/. 1981). The spectra! resolv
ing power of the future spectrometers is suflicient tó resolve 
the X-ray spectra! features that are indieative of the nature of 
the Compton scat tering proceases as weil as of the structure of 
the accretion disk corona or the magnetosphere of the neutron 
star. Emiesion features obaerved from X-ray binaries lie in the 
wavelength region 9-20 A and are probably from L-transitions 
from partially ionized iron atoms (e.g. Vrtilek et 4/. 1986). 

The spectrum not only contains information on the pri
mary X-ray aource itself, but will be modified by fluorescent 
emission linea and abaorption edgea produced by the cooler, 
surrounding medium. The depth of an absorptioil edge ie a 
measure of the element reaponsible for thie edge and since the 



energy of an edge moves towards higher values with increa&
ing ionization, in this way the population of various ioniza
tion stages of the constituents of the circurnstellar material 
can be measured. With high spectral resolution one is able to 
determine the element abundance. of the interstellar medium 
towards many strong galactie and extragalactie X-ray sourees. 
Figure 11 shows a simulation of the X-ray spectrum of a st rong 
accreting compact X-ray souree (integrated X-ray flux at Earth 
- 3 1O-gerg cm- 2s- 1 ) with a column density of intervening 
matter of NH=3 1021cm- 2 , observed with the AXAF-LETGS. 
The spectrum shows the possible identification of various ion
ization stages of oxygen. 

Finally, another important dass of objects to be studied 
at very soft X-rays are isolated hot white dwarfs with optically 
thick (in visible and UV) photospheric plasmas with effective 
temperatures in the range - 0.03--{1.2 MK. At high gravity all 
hydrogen is pressure-ionized and the outer layers of the photo
sphere are transparent to the soft X-ray radiation of hot ter and 
deeper layers which become optically thick to the X-rays. The 
shape of the X-ray spectra is very sensitive to phot08pheric pa
rameters like effective temperature, gravity and element abun
dances (for a review e.g. Heise 1988). Trace amounts of highly 
ionized metals may produce a variety of absorption edges that 
can be detected in high-resolution X-ray spectra at long wave
lengths and which allows one to accurately determine effective 
temperatures and element abundanees for objects as hot DA 
and very hot DO white dwarf stars. Figure 12 shows a simula
tion for an observation of a hot DA white dwarf with very low 
metal abundanees (- 10-7 ) at a distance - 100 pc (magnitude 
V = 15). 

3. SUMMARY 

High-resolution X-ray spectroscopy has applications to a wide 
range of hot astrophysical plasmas. lts significanee as a tooI 
in understanding the physica of such sourees will depend much 
on the reliability of theoretical models to interpret the spectra. 
In this paper I have considered various models used in describ
ing the characteristica of hot plasmas and discussed several 
examples of the emergent X-ray spectrum to illustrate some of 
the problerns of interpretation. It is dear that the complex
ity of plasma physica and the atomic parameters involved are 
such tbat a sound verification of plasma theories and atomic 
physics which are applied wi\1 be required and that for instance 
better model calculations with improved collisional excitation 
and ionization rates for the complex ions will be needed for the 
interpretation of future AXAF and XMM X-ray spectra. 
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